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cylinder with its contents placed in another vessel containing di-
lute sulphuric acid in which is immersed a piece of amalgamated
zinc, we have nn electric cell or battery. On making a metallic
contact between the zinc and platinum with a binding-screw,
quite a considerable; current circulates even at a low tension
since the resistance is small. After a few hours the contents
of the earthenware cylinder solidifies, forming a pasty mass of
amidophonol sulphate*. Such systems can be prepared in very
many suitable forms, particularly in such a manner that heat,
or pressure, etc., can be applied during the operation.
3. the electrodes.
The nature of the electrodes is of great importance for the
course of electrolytic processes. The material is not only
decisive for the effect, as already fully discussed, but the nature
of the surface and the.*, previous treatment of the electrodes
can decidedly influence the; course of the electrolysis. In the
first place it is obvious that the size of the surface wetted by
the electrolyte is codeterminative for the potential and current
density, and even on this account its smoothness or roughness
form decisive factors; but its form, and the mutual position of
both, electrodes, must also be taken into consideration, for on
these; depend the distribution of the lines of force on the surface.
In general, the data em the current densities and of the potentials
refer to mean values; actually both are usually unlike at different
points of the surface, since the number of the discharging
current lines is an uneven one.
If   ih, the»re*fore, often to be recommended, especially in
aeerurate potential measurements, to "'touch over " the surface.
Ilalxr l d<x»ft this by shaping the siphon end of the standard'| •
electrode into a capillary tube, which he conducts along the \
electrode surface.    If the object is to obtain tolerably equal
current doriBiticB without this accurate checking  of the re-
suits, the relative! size arid position of both electrodes must
 r|
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